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♦ Related downloads
♦ Believer user guide download
http://fw.makeflyeasy.com/Believer/

♦ Believer assembly flow chart download
http://fw.makeflyeasy.com/Believer/

♦ Believer parameters download
http://fw.makeflyeasy.com/Frame_params/

♦ MP download
http://fw.makeflyeasy.com/Mission_Planner_VTOL_Survey/

♦ Believer fixed wing installation notes
♦ Empty machine assembly
1.1 Overview
The assembly of the empty aircraft using the Believer 1 generation of aerial test carrier, the biggest advantage of the Believer 1 generation is: easy to disassemble, easy to carry, the biggest disadvantage is: manual takeoff difficulties, the operator's requirements are relatively high.
In order to avoid manual takeoff, I usually use automatic takeoff and manual parachute opening for landing in aerial survey operations.

The package for sale now has added EPS protective foam inside, suitable for long-term transport use, and the size of the box can be placed in the trunk of
an ordinary small car, which is more convenient.

The EPO material of the whole body is still soft, mainly because the thickness of the EPO is not enough, the whole EPO is very light in the hand, lacking a
sense of heft and engineering measurement equipment of the sense of leather. But as an entry-level aerial survey carrier Machine, it is enough, the body is
still relatively wide, easy to install equipment, tool-less disassembly and portable features, it is still very smooth to use.

There are many accessories, increasing the complexity of the assembly, but for the convenience of use, it is all necessary. It is recommended to read through
the instructions before installation to avoid mis-assembly and omission.

After assembled, in order to increase the strength of the wing tail, it is recommended that the rudder surface be reinforced with fiber tape and the quality
of flight can be improved.

1.2 Wing tail section
First from the wing to start loading, motor seat foam slot inside must be coated with foam adhesive, the best motor seat with hot melt adhesive fixed to
avoid the paddles sweeping the ground in the landing process resulting in motor seat loose, be sure to check the motor seat before takeoff whether there
is loose.

Close the wing cover, making sure to press and align it, and install the plastic studs.

When installing the rudder slot, be sure to pay attention to the exit direction of the rudder wire.

Wing root plastic parts coated with foam glue do not get to the carbon tube hole inside, or after pulling the carbon tube will be very tight.

To prevent the carbon tubes of the tail fin from loosening, the carbon tube joints are fixed by applying foam adhesive all over.

After the contact surface is glued, the plastic parts of the tail fin are closed and the tail fin is assembled.

1.3 Fuselage section
The fuselage needs to be pre-installed with the main and secondary carbon tubes and fuselage wood panel reinforcements before the fuselage is molded.

The tail wood panel reinforcement also needs to be pre-assembled.

The endurance plate in the middle of the fuselage and the endurance plate in the nose also need to be pre-assembled.

Once assembled, you can start applying glue according to the body bonding part.

After the application of glue must be aligned, pressed, and closed solid.

Next, install the fuselage wing root plastic parts.

Plastic parts of tail wing root.

1.4 Small parts section
First install the parachute cabin rudder fixed wooden board.

Next, bond the parachute cabin cover, flight control cabin cover, battery cabin cover, etc.

Bond the battery fixing plate, pay attention to the direction of the battery plate, the two sides are not symmetrical, only one direction can be closely fit with
the foam.

Glue on the wear pad and be sure to compact it to ease the impact of landing.

Insert the latches of the battery cabin, flight control cabin, and the charting cabin.

Here the whole assembly part of the empty machine is completed.

♦ Pixhawk2.4.6 flight control debugging
2.1 MP installation
I used mission planer 1.3.58 for the installation of the ground station. official download address: mission planer 1.3.58
360 interception appears during the installation process, be sure to turn it off and click Next.

Configure the installation path and start the installation.

After the installation is complete, be sure to connect the flight control and check if the driver is successfully installed.

If the installation is not successful, find the installation directory of MISSION PLANER and update the driver manually.

2.2 Firmware for flight control
Currently, PXIHAWK has more revisions, I recommend using the original version 2.4.6. 2.4.8 is a castrated version version of 2.4.6, which removes the 3 degree redundancy design of the power supply in order to reduce costs. Other versions must understand clearly what performance has been improved,
what interfaces and functions have been removed or simplified before use, and use with caution.
Before you brush the firmware to the flight control, be sure to prepare a good USB data line, because if the data line is too poor, the voltage drop is too large, it will cause abnormalities in the flight control, be sure to prepare a genuine high-speed MICRO SD card, to avoid abnormalities in the flight control log
writing (The flight control card bought on Taobao is easy to have problems. Sellers generally use low-end cards to save costs ).

Before brushing the firmware, make sure to insert the SD card, otherwise the firmware will not be brushed in.
Open Mission Planer, find the correct serial port number, baud rate is 115200, in the initial settings column, find install firmware, click ArduPlane V3.9.0 to
download the firmware.

Note: The current ChibiOS version is not very well supported, so it is recommended to choose No at this stage.

After uploading, click on the link to see the version information of the flight control.

This way the firmware is uploaded successfully.

2.3 GPS connection check
GPS I use the UBLOX NEO M8N module, can meet the general navigation needs, I did not use the external electronic compass function, so no wiring, the actual use of the process also did not use the built-in compass, I disabled the compass function. The compass is easy to be interfered with, there are
many considerations, and the aircraft is prone to some inexplicable anomalies.

Our GPS is configured with serial port 3, and the flight control can automatically match the GPS, so you just need to connect the wires right.

After the flight control is powered on, take the GPS to the outdoor search satellite, indoor generally have to wait a long time to search, search for the satellite, the GPS light began to flash, indicating that the GPS began to position. To save time, I used a rechargeable battery connected to the flight control, the
GPS to get outside the house to search for the star, wait until the GPS light flashes, and then get indoors with a USB connection to the MP to check.

Through the ground station, you can see the GPS noise and the number of searching satellites, and you can also see the searching satellites in the parameter
bar at the bottom left, and note that GPS status 3 means GPS 3D positioning.

Although the signal is not a lot, but the entire function of the GPS module is normal, get outdoor for a long time to search for satellites , satellites are generally in the 20 or so.

2.4 Connection configuration of current and voltage detection modules
Voltage detection module, not only can detect the inflow of voltage and current, but also provides a 5.3V @ 3A power supply to the flight control, this power
supply is very important, the flight control power supply mainly depends on it.

Start the battery parameter configuration inside the full parameter list.
BATT_AMP_PERVLT is configured to 17, the current detection module corresponds to 17A for every 1V of detection voltage output.
BATT_CAPACITY is configured to 16000, generally using a 6S16000mah battery.
BATT_CURR_PIN is configured to 3, the current detection pin corresponding to the PIXHAWK flight control.
BATT_MONITOR is configured to 4, and both current and voltage are detected.
BATT_VOLT_MULT is configured to about 10 (voltage calibration is talked about later), the voltage corresponding to each 1V output of the voltage detection module.
BATT_VOLT_PIN is configured to 2, the voltage detection pin corresponding to the PIXHAWK flight control.

After the configuration is complete, restart the flight control.
The method of calibration of current and voltage.

2.5 Connection configuration of the buzzer
The buzzer mainly indicates some of the status of the flight control, different states sound different, I'm not very good at listening to the sound, what specific
sound represents what meaning, the official website has a detailed description:
Buzzer Sound Meaning Link
The wiring diagram of the buzzer is shown below.

The buzzer relies on vibration to emit sound, so in order to prevent the buzzer from interfering with the accelerometer, the buzzer is generally at least 5cm
away from the flight control.

2.6 Connection configuration of the safety switch
The safety switch is mainly used to turn on or turn off the signal output of the motor and servo.
The meaning of the light on the safety switch:
LED flashes continuously - the system is initializing.
LEDintermittent flashing - system ready, press the safety switch, motor servo signal output.
LED fixed - the safety switch is pressed and the motor and servo are able to output signals normally.

Configure safety switch:
BRD_SAFETYENABLE configured to 1 to enable the safety switch function.
A configuration of 0 to disable the safety switch function.

2.7 Fly control commissioning - the meaning and configuration of LED lights
The LEDs here refer to the tri-color LEDs on the flight controls, with different colors and flashes representing different meanings.
The following is a list of common LED light displays:
Blue light flashing: the flight control has been unlocked, but the GPS is not positioned, the flight control hover mode and return mode requires GPS positioning.
Blue light fixed: flight control locked, but the GPS did not position.
Green light flashing: the flight control is ready to lock, GPS has been positioned; there is a rapid double ring when locking . Green light is flashing fast:
flight control is unlocked, GPS has been positioned, GPS is using SBAS (so should have better position estimation).
The green light is fixed accompanied by a long unlocked tone: the flight control is unlocked, GPS has been positioned, ready for takeoff.
Double flashing yellow light: preflight check failed, flight control refused to unlock.
Single yellow light flashing: The remote control receiver has no signal
Configure the brightness of the LED. The default is high brightest.
Note: If the USB power supply, the LED brightness change can not feel, connected to the flight control power supply, you can feel the obvious changes.

2.8 Connection configuration of the airspeed meter
The airspeed meter mainly measures the airspeed of the aircraft, I use MS4525D0, I²C interface, anti-interference than the analog good some. The I²C interface of the airspeed meter is connected to the I²C port of the flight control.
There are two tubes above the airspeed meter, the top is the dynamic pressure tube, the bottom is the static pressure tube, generally the lower tube directly inside the aircraft is not connected, the upper tube connected to the airspeed meter tube extends to the outside of the fuselage.

We currently use a single airspeed meter,the configuration of the ground station is as follows:
ARSPD_BUS is configured to 0, using the internal I2C 0 . ARSPD_SKIP_CAL is configured to 0. Every time you restart the flight control, you need to calibrate the airspeed meter offset, and you need to put the airspeed cap on every time.
Set to 1 to automatically skip the airspeed offset calibration and use the last calibrated offset. Generally, if you fly for a long time, you only calibrate the
offset when there is an abnormality in the flight control, so you don't need to calibrate it every time, it's too troublesome.
ARSPD_TUBE_ORDER configured to 2, automatically matches the top tube or bottom tube for dynamic pressure, which simply means you can't go wrong
no matter how you connect it.
ARSPD_TYPE is configured to 1, and 1:I2C-MS4525D0 is used.
After the configuration is complete, be sure to restart the flight control for the airspeed meter to take effect.

Inside the commissioning interface of the ground station, observe the change of the airspeed meter, generally the value jumps within 1-3 are normal.
Blow air into the airspeed meter, if the airspeed increases, it means the airspeed meter is working normally.

If the value of the airspeed meter is too large not in the normal range, you need to calibrate the airspeed meter, the normal calibration steps: find the "action" interface open face "PREFLIGHT_CALIBRATE", click Click on "Execute Action" and you are done.（Calibration of the dynamic pressure tube of air speed
is usually carried out in the absence of wind conditions, without such conditions, create conditions by sealing the object）。

Configure cruise airspeed.

TRIM_ARSPD_CM Note that after this parameter modification, you must restart the flight control to take effect.

♦ Power system commissioning
3.1 Electrical ESC connection and testing
The motor used 2820KV550 model, with APC1170 paddle, a single thrust in about 2.8KG, with APC1260 paddle, a single thrust in about 3.5KG, currently the
most used or 1170 paddle, mainly when the slide down, the paddle does not sweep the ground.
When the wing is installed, the motor generally uses external rotation to enhance the stability of the aircraft.（Outward rotation of the motor means that
the direction of rotation faces outward）.
Arbitrarily change 2 of the 3 wires of the motor so that the motor steering can be changed.

Using a rudder tester, you can test whether the motor and ESC are working properly. The rudder tester needs a separate 5V power supply.

Throttle travel calibration method for ESCs:在Turn the servo tester knob to the maximum output before power on, turn on the power and hear a drop, then
turn the servo tester knob to the minimum output and hear a long drop, indicating successful calibration.

ESCs are best used without BEC function, because most of the BEC inside the ESC uses linear voltage regulator, which generates a lot of heat and affects the
normal use of the ESC function, easy to burn.
If possible, put the motor, ESC and paddle on the tension tester to test the efficiency of the motor, whether there is any abnormality in the motor's sudden
start and stop, and whether the ESC is abnormally hot for a long time.

3.2 Testing of BEC5V-10A
BEC5V-10A power supply module, mainly to power the servo, do not connect the digital transmission power supply in this power supply, because the motor
inside the servo in the process of work will cause voltage fluctuations are relatively large, RDF900 digital transmission module inside the LDO power supply,
the allowable voltage is not very large, easy to be burned.
In order to ensure the reliability of the BEC5V-10A power module, I conducted actual measurements with an electronic load, mainly measuring two indicators, 10A constant output, and 5-10A jump output test, the heat generation is within the acceptable range.
In practice, the servo does not have such a high operating current, in the choice of power supply module, I usually choose 3 times redundancy.

The BEC5V-10A power module needs to connect the + and - of the servos in parallel respectively. The + and - of the servo ESC wiring ports on the flight control are connected in parallel respectively, so the BEC5V-10A power module only needs to be connected to an idle port to power all the servos.

3.3 BEC5V or 12V-3A regulation and testing
The BEC5V-3A is mainly for independent power supply for digital transmission, while the BEC12V-3A can be used to power the A7R potassium battery or
differential GPS.
Connect the input to the battery and the output to the multimeter, and rotate the voltage regulator button to the desired voltage.

3.4 Servo testing and rocker arm homing in neutral position
The rudder tester is generally used to test whether the rudder is normal, and the rudder tester requires a separate power supply from the BEC.
Set the servo tester to manual gear, twist the knob, observe the oscillation of the servo, whether the servo has a strange noise and shaking rudder phenomenon.
Set the servo tester to the neutral gear, at this time the travel of the left and right sides of the servo is as large.

Set the tiller tester to automatic gear, according to the torque value in the manual, hang a matching weight on the tiller rocker arm, and swing the tiller
back and forth, so as to test the servo's service life and provide reference for the servo selection.

3.5 the use of battery discharge interval and electric display
I generally use 6S 16000mah lithium polymer battery, discharge factor 25C, battery size 66 * 74 * 185mm, weight 1800g, the connector uses XT90 anti-flash.

General lithium polymer battery charge cut-off voltage 4.2V, discharge cut-off voltage 3.7V, charge and discharge times in about 200 times, need a special
balance charger for charging.
Battery voltage below 3.7V, the remaining power is not a lot, long-term use will accelerate battery aging, generally use the power monitor to detect the battery voltage, 6S battery full voltage 25.2V, discharge cut-off voltage 22.2V.

3.6 Soldering and wiring diagram of power distribution panel
Need to power more devices, power supply for easy connection, uses a sub-power panel, sub-power panel only 2 ounces of copper thick, to ensure overcurrent capability, the battery input using 12AWG silicone wire, as far as possible to reduce voltagedrop.

If possible, the power wires of the equipment to be powered can be directly connected together without using a power distribution panel to reduce the probability of heat and damage to the panel.
The main power wiring diagram of the whole aircraft is as follows.

♦ Remote control system commissioning
4.1 Introduction and setting of the remote control
The remote control uses WFT07, which has a total of 7 channels.
Press and hold the MENU button and the power on button at the same time to enter the system settings.
The type setting is set to fixed wing.
There are coach/simulator modes that can be configured (usually just choose normal mode).
The power supply scheme is set to lithium.
After the setup is complete, you need to reboot (no longer need to press the MENU button).

4.2 The meaning of the acceptor LED light and the pair of codes
The receiver supports wide voltage input, I usually connect 5V, usually configured to WBUS mode (The default is WBUS mode, WBUS and SBUS protocols are
the same, just the manufacturer changed the name).

It must be wired correctly with the flight control, is connected to the RCIN port.

Steps for remote control code matching:

Open the remote control, press the menu key, find the "Advanced Settings" column, click "ENTER", find the "Code Matching" column, and then click
"ENTER", then long press SET on the receiver for 3 seconds to enter the code match, the yellow light flashes slowly.
After successful code matching, the indicator on the receiver is green.

4.3 Setting of the power supply mode of the remote control lithium battery and charging precautions
When using lithium battery to power the remote control, inside the remote control configuration, configure to lithium battery mode, the voltage of other
batteries is too low soon and easy to alarm.

Lithium batteries generally have a full voltage of 4.2V and a discharge cut-off voltage of 3.7V, and must be charged with a special charger.

4.4 Installation and dongle configuration of the remote control simulator
Prepare the dongle, adapter wire, extension wire, one end connected to the remote control and the USB end connected to the computer.

The remote control is set to simulator mode.

Install the simulator.

After successful installation, click Console to switch modes.

After installing Phoenix simulator, you can open the software and see this interface.

4.5 Configuration of the simulator
Configure the remote control first.

Next, follow the wizard to configure the remote control.

Check if the channel configuration is correct.

The next step is to start practicing.

4.6 Takeoff and landing training tips for simulator
In the choice of model inside, choose a monoplane, the plane is more stable and good to fly.

Choose a field with an obvious runway so you can practice takeoffs and landings against it.

Rapid aircraft operation method:
1.Try to keep the aircraft altitude unchanged after the aircraft takes to the sky, fly a rectangular course, and enhance the hand feeling of operating the
aircraft.
2.Practice aircraft takeoff and landing, requiring landing long distance to the runway, smooth landing, and no jumping of the aircraft.
3.Practice diligently when you have time, don't fly at random, and set yourself a small goal each time to lay the foundation for the actual flight.

♦ Digital transmission system commissioning
5.1 RDF900 digital transmission function and pin introduction
RDF900 is a good digital transmission, after the antenna configuration is reasonable, the normal plain communication distance is more than 10KM, and the
module of sky end and ground end is the same.

We only need to connect +5V , GND, SIRX, SITX these four pins can be, the other is not used now.
Ground through the USB to serial module connected to the digital transmission, note that the RX of the serial port to the TX of the digital transmission, the
RX of the digital transmission to the TX of the serial port, if you get it wrong, you can not connect.
The sky end of the digital transmission can be directly connected to the flight control, the same, the RX of the flight control to the TX of the digital transmission, the RX of the flight control to the TX of the serial port, if you get it wrong, it will not be connected, but will not burn out.

5.2 Sky-end glue stick antenna features and extension wire
The antenna gain at the sky end is 5dbi.
Gain:5dbi± 0.7dbi
VSWR:<= 1.8
Impedance:50ohm
Fitting type: SMA female thread female hole
Total length: 19.5CM

5.3 Sky-end PCB antenna features and notes
The PCB antenna size is relatively small and fits inside the body.
Frequency range:800~2170 MHz
Gain:5dbi± 0.7dbi
VSWR:<= 2.0
Impedance:50ohm
Antenna size:125mm14mm0.8mm
Feeder wire length 55cm, connector is SMA female threaded female hole

5.4 Ground-side high gain antenna features and notes
Ground end antenna parameters:
Antenna height:72CM
Straight rod interface type:UHF male head
Base diameter:9cm
Chassis interface type:UHF female head
Feeder length:3m
Joint type: SMA internal thread internal hole
Frequency:900MHz
Gain:38dBi

5.5 RDF900 ground station configuration parameters method
Connect the digital transmission with USB to serial port, open the ground station, select the right serial number, and set the baud rate to 57600.
The meaning of the digital transmission‘s light.
The green light flashes to indicate that the code is being matched.
The green light is always on, indicating successful digital transmission code matching.
Red blinks to indicate that data is being communicated.
The green light is always on and the red light is not on, usually the TX/RX of the digital transmission is connected backwards.

After connecting to the ground station, you can see the parameters of the digital transmission, which is usually configured when shipped by default.
If there are more than one pair of digital transmissions working at the same time, you can modify the ID numbers of the digital transmissions so that the
pairs with different ID numbers work separately.
To obtain a longer range, the transmitting power can be adjusted and set to 30DB (1W)
With this set of data transmission module, antenna, it‘s no problem in hilly areas generally 10KM above, because my data transmission never broke the signal, the maximum can fly far, can look forward to!

♦ Imaging system commissioning
6.1 Configuration of camera parameters and notes
Currently is the most used camera for photography is the A7R, with 35mm lens, full-frame micro-single 3600W pixels, sensor size 35.9mm * 24mm, the flight
height is generally about 500 meters, do 1: 1000 topographic map is very good.

The camera is set to shutter priority, shutter speed 1/1250, ISO is generally set to 640 or less, the general 400 storage format is fine, and the camera auto
shutdown time is set to the maximum (30 minutes).

6.2 The use and configuration of the shutter release wire
Note: Although the shutter wire is similar in shape to the USB interface, the number of pins inside is completely different, so be sure to pay attention to the
difference.
I use an elbow shutter wire to greatly reduce the volume needed for the camera compartment, integrated high-speed optocoupler to achieve signal isolation
between the flight control side and the camera side to protect the camera.
Shutter cable maximum form factor: 143 * 148 * 164mm, support flight control signal level: 3.3v-5v, brown represents ground, orange represents signal wire.

Note: This shutter cable can power the RX2 with 5V, but it does not support powering the A7R because the A7R requires a minimum battery voltage of 7.2V,
and the A7R requires a dedicated potassium battery to power it.

Shutter trigger configuration process:
1.For the hardware connection, I used the AUX1 (SERVO9) as the trigger port for the camera.

2.Configure CAM_TRIGG_TYPE=1 and RELAY_PIN=50 inside the ground station's full parameter list.

3.Inside the ground station full parameter list, configure SERVO9_FUNCTION=10.

4.In the flight data screen, click on "Trigger camera Now" ''execute the action'', and you will hear the crisp shutter sound.

6.3 The use of external camera battery
In general, for one flight, the camera's battery is sufficient, and the external battery is mainly prepared for long-duration flights.
Potassium battery and the actual camera battery is the same size, the power port connected to 3-6S battery can work properly.

Note: The supply wire is red pole, brown negative pole .

You can see that the display shows 92% power, can work properly.

6.4 Why the camera needs to be calibrated
The purpose of camera calibration is to check the offset of the main point, aberration parameters and other important information, which is the basic work
of photogrammetric applications, and the accuracy of camera calibration will directly affect the accuracy of the later photogrammetric results.
Camera calibration requires the calibration of the camera's internal orientation elements, specifically (f, X0, y0, k1, k2, p1, p2). (f, X0, y0, k1, k2, p1, p2) is only one of the many error models that represent the camera imaging system, which is only one of the most used error models in the field of photogrammetry, also called the photogrammetry standard model.
I use sony 35mm fixed focus lens, the main distance of the fixed focus lens will also change during the focusing process.
Note: Fixed-focus lenses just can't be focused widely, and you can rotate the focus ring to a very far away place to make the photo clear.
I use a checkerboard-like camera self-calibration method, using easy calibration software, the calibration report is as follows.

6.5 The use of camera shock absorbing seat
The use of EVA material camera vibration damping seat, on the one hand, it is convenient to fix the camera position, on the other hand, filter out some of
the vibration generated by the motor to ensure high quality shooting.

♦ Mechanical and electronic equipment installation
7.1 Flight control installation
Before installing the flight control, disassemble the flight control to check if the barometer is covered with sponge, (barometer measurement accuracy is
easily affected by light, light-colored shell of the flight control to avoid exposure to the sun).
The direction of the flight control arrow, pointing to the front of the flight control.
The flight control is fixed with 3M adhesive, while 3M adhesive also has a certain effect of shock absorption.

The AHRS_ORIENTATION parameter can be adjusted to a suitable value if you need to change the installation direction of the flight control because of wiring or space limitations.
The roll value is positive to the right, the pitch value is positive to the up, and the direction value is positive to the clockwise.
You need to recalibrate the level after changing the orientation. I'll use the standard installation method here.

The position of the flight control is usually installed at a certain distance from the center of gravity of the aircraft, and offset compensation is available inside the parameter list.
Because the flight control has 2 sets of IMU, both need to be set, the offset position can be set to the same value, if there are 3 sets of IMU is also the same
setting method.
INS_POS1_X
INS_POS1_Y
INS_POS1_Z
INS_POS2_X
INS_POS2_Y
INS_POS2_Z
After the flight control is fixed on the buzzer, as far away from the flight control as possible, at least 5CM.

The unlock switch also needs to be fixed (directly through the foam hole in the flight control compartment), and the wires of the same device are strung together as much as possible for simplicity and aesthetics on the one hand, and a certain level of anti-interference on the other.
Airspeed meter using I2C connection, the wire is easy to be interfered with, the error rate is high, on the one hand, as far as possible to reduce the length of
the wire, on the other hand, the four wires of the airspeed meter twisted together.
Connection of channel signal wires:
The channel 1 is connected in parallel with two left and right aileron servo wires.
The channel 2 is connected to the left tailplane.
The channel 3 are connected in parallel with two ESC control signal wires to the left and right wings.
The channel 4 connects to the right tail fin.
The GPS is connected to the GPS port of the flight control, and the GPS is installed in a place as high as possible, without any shading ground to the sky,
and as far away from the power supply wire as possible.
GPS connected to the flight control can automatically match, you need to configure the GPS installation offset, I only connected a GPS here.
Forward is positive X GPS_POS1_X
Rightward is positive Y GPS_POS1_X
Downward is positive Z GPS_POS1_X

7.2 Power equipment installation
Power equipment wiring is the most likely to be wrong, must be very careful, after getting the current connector pay attention to the back of the marked
number.
A1—Power supply negative
A2—Power supply positive
1—ESC signal ground
2—ESC signal wire
3—Servo signal ground
4—Servo positive
5—Servo signal wire

Soldering of high-current connectors, the temperature should not be continuously too high, otherwise the connector plastic will be easily burned soft and
deformed.

Note: The default high current connector for the wing section is an internal pin ( following the convention of XT90 plugs ) .

The fuselage servo power supply is the part that needs special attention, now all the servos are taking power from the BEC, the BEC and all the servo wires
in the flight control wiring, the positive terminal is connected in parallel, the negative terminal is connected in parallel.

7.3 Installation of remote control system
Using the WFT07 remote control, the effective distance in the range of several hundred meters, the remote control uses a rod antenna, when the antenna
is placed vertically, the signal around the antenna horizontal direction is the strongest, while the direction signal pointed by the antenna head is the weakest.
During the flight, the direction of the remote control antenna should be adjusted according to the position of the aircraft, so that the aircraft is always in the
area of the stronger antenna signal, avoid the aircraft in the direction of the antenna head.

Aerial survey aircraft generally fly higher, in order to get a better signal strength, receiver antenna, I installed along the fuselage 45 degrees, taking into account the distance and height of the signal.
Try to stay away from other electronic settings around the antenna, note that electromagnetic waves are very easy to pass through the foam, I put the antenna outside is to facilitate the fixed angle.

7.4 Digital transmission system installation
The antenna of the digital transmission and the remote control antenna are the same principle, but the method of placing is a little different, the digital transmission needs to get a longer distance. The cruising altitude of the aircraft is usually around 500 meters, in this case, both the glue stick antenna and
PCB antenna at the aircraft end can be placed vertically.

Note that the antenna end of the two ports, the flight control will automatically select the best signal port connection, it is recommended that the two antennas are connected, you can also connect only one antenna.
The antenna at the ground end is also vertical, and both ports are connected to a large antenna, so that the signal obtained is better. The antenna at the ground end is placed as high as possible, avoiding the blockage of buildings as much as possible.
With this configuration, the plane has a poor signal closer to home, but can gain more distance.

7.5 Parachute installation
Fuselage Cord Installation

Properly adjust the length of each parachute cord to ensure that the center of the cord is slightly in front of the aircraft's center of gravity, so that the aircraft can maintain the level of the fuselage after the parachute is thrown to ensure a stable landing.

After determining the length of each umbrella line of the fuselage, you can fix the umbrella knot and tighten it with the pad screw. (Just use the pad screws
inside the Silver Swallow ES3154 Servo Kit).

Check the tightness after screwing to make sure the cord part is in the groove.

Tidy up the parachute cord and then fix it with a harness cap to keep it neat.

The tail part is also fixed with a harness cap, and the whole fuselage is fixed in this way.

Manual opening of the parachute:
Advantage: opening the parachute is flexible and can be opened several times.
Disadvantage: You cannot open the parachute with the route command.
Automatic opening of the parachute:
Advantage: you can command the opening of the parachute through the ground station.
Disadvantage: you can only open the parachute once and then you can't repeat it.

Setting steps for manual opening of the parachute
Note: I use the RC7 (which is the 7-channel input of the remote control) and use AUX2 (which is the SERVO10 of the flight control) to connect the servo to
control the opening of the parachute.

This setting is equivalent to mapping RC7 and SERVO10 together.

Setting steps for automatic opening of the parachute
CHUTE_CHAN=7 Set the remote control 7 channels to open the parachute.
CHUTE_ENABLED=1 Enable the open parachute function and reboot after writing，you can see several new parameters about parachuting.
CHUTE_SERVO_OFF=appropriate value Adjusts the servo close position.
CHUTE_SERVO_ON=appropriate value Adjusts the servo release position.
CHUTE_TYPE=10 Use the rudder to open the parachute.
SERVO10_FUNCTION=27 Servo SERVO10 port, turn on the parachute function.

Toggle the remote control switch you can hear the "drop-drop-drop" open the umbrella, the rudder swing, and then reset after 3 seconds.

♦ Initial configuration of flight control
8.1 Accelerometer calibration
Click on "Calibrate Acceleration" and follow the instructions to place the flight control, it can be calibrated successfully, which is actually the six-sided calibration method.

To calibrate the level, you only need to click on the calibration after putting the flight control flat, the flight control light flashes quickly after the completion, indicating that the calibration level is successful. The reason for calibrating the level is that the flight control is mounted inside the fuselage and has
more or less installation error, the goal of calibrating the level is to correct the offset error.
Note: The calibration level can only calibrate the roll and pitch axis. If the value of roll and pitch is not zeroed after calibration, it is usually because the
ground station and the flight control firmware version do not match.

8.2 Remote control calibration
The remote control calibration should be noted that the throttle position is placed at the lowest after the calibration is completed, and all other channels
should be returned to the neutral position, otherwise there will be some strange things appear.

Fixed-wing channel corresponding function:
Channel 1: Roll
Channel 2: Pitch
Channel 3: Throttle
Channel 4: Yaw
During the calibration, the rocker should be hit to the maximum value and repeated several times.

8.3 Remote control flight mode configuration and runaway hold
I use the remote control 5 channel as the mode toggle switch for the flight control, which needs to be configured separately inside the ground station (the
default 8 channel for the flight control as the remote control toggle switch).
FLTMODE_CH=5 The remote control 5 channels as the mode switch of the flight control.

Toggle the mode switch after the configuration is completed, check if the mode is switched properly.

In order to prevent the aircraft from going out of control after flying far away, the PWM output of some receivers will have a minimum/median value, in which case the mode switch of the flight control will jump and may automatically switch to manual, causing a blow-up.
Now you need to configure in the "Runaway Settings" of the "Advanced Settings" of the remote control, my 5th channel corresponds to the landing gear, set
the landing gear to "Runaway Hold".

After setting, you need to verify, switch the mode switch of 5 channels to "AUTO", turn off the remote control for more than 10 seconds, and observe whether the flight control mode is jumping.

8.4 Compass calibration instructions
General, fixed wing I do not use the compass, considering that some enthusiasts like to use the compass, I also write down the relevant configuration.
The compass is connected to the I²C port, because the I²C is occupied by the airspeed meter and requires an I²C expansion board (simply put all I²C devices
in parallel).
Use compass 2 as the configuration of the external compass.

PIXHAWK currently supports dual external compasses, for now use only one external compass, click "Field Calibration".

The fastest way to calibrate (do not take the plane around, otherwise it is difficult to pass)
1. First point the aircraft north and rotate it around the pitch axis to horizontal.
2. Then rotate the aircraft horizontally by 90 degrees with the nose pointing west/east.
3. Then rotate the aircraft around the roll axis to horizontal.

8.5 Failsafe
The general reasons for triggering failsafe: the battery is dead, the remote control loses signal, the ground station digital transmission is disconnected, and
the GPS is abnormal.
I usually set to not open, for the following reasons.

1.Aerial survey operations should check whether the battery is charged before takeoff, even if the battery low voltage protection is set, the battery voltage drop is too large in the case of large throttle, which may mistakenly trigger the low voltage protection.
2.When the remote control is out of control, the channel is set to hold, at least to ensure that in the case of "AUTO" will not jump mode.
3.In the aerial survey operations, the route is first written in, generally will be estimated range and time, even if there are obstacles blocking which cause the aircraft to lose contact with the ground station, the aircraft does not need to rush back or hover and wait, can return after complete the route.
4.GPS loss of signal in the air probability is very small, generally buy a better GPS to use, the general flight height are relatively high, high altitude can
affect the GPS signal factors are very few, as long as the aircraft turn angle controled is not too large, GPS generally do not have any problems, I flew
more than 2,000 takeoffs and landings at high altitude has not appeared lost signal situation.

8.6 V-tail hybrid control configuration
V-tail mix control is mainly SERVO2_FUNCTION and SERVO4_FUNCTION, the function is not the same.
SERVO1_FUNCTION 4 aileron
SERVO2_FUNCTION 79 left V-tail
SERVO3_FUNCTION 70 throttle
SERVO4_FUNCTION 80 right V-tail

Turn the flight control to "manual mode", check the aileron and tail rudder surface, and mechanically adjust all unbalanced rudder surfaces to balance
(i.e. mechanical neutralization of the rudder surface).
I used to turn off the mixed control of the wing and the tail, because the tail and aileron linkage tends to cause tailing.
KFF_RDDRMIX=0 Turn off the wing and tail mixing control.

Check whether the remote control input channel and the execution action are matched
Remote control input channel

Actions performed by the corresponding
rudder surface

The roll channel to the right to toggle the rocker

Downward movement of left aileron, upward movement of right aileron

The roll channel to the left to toggle the rocker

Left aileron moves upward, right aileron moves downward

The pitch channel toggles down the rocker

Upward movement of the left tail fin, upward movement of the right tail fin

The pitch channel toggles the rocker upwards

Downward movement of the left tail fin, downward movement of the right tail fin

The directional channel toggles the rocker to the left

Downward movement of the left tail fin, upward movement of the right tail fin

The directional channel toggles the rocker to the right

Upward movement of the left tail fin, downward movement of the right tail fin

If you check that the rudder direction is not correct, it is better not to change the channel forward and reverse in the remote control, because one remote
control may have to fly several aircraft, directly change in the "remote control calibration" of the ground station.

Next, switch the mode switch of the remote control to "FBWA" and check the response of the rudder in the "self-stabilization" situation
Aircraft tilt direction

Rudder action situation

The roll tilts to the right

Left aileron moves upward, right aileron moves downward

The roll tilts to the left

Left aileron moves downward, right aileron moves upward

The pitch tilts upward

The left tail fin moves downward, the right tail fin moves downward

The pitch tilts down

The left tail fin moves upward, the right tail fin moves upward

The direction moves horizontally to the left

The left tail fin moves upward, the right tail fin moves downward

The direction moves horizontally to the right

The left tail fin moves downward, the right tail fin moves upward

If the motion is in the opposite direction, you can set the reverse direction in the "Servo Output" screen.

Note: If the tail is still in the wrong direction no matter how you adjust it, you can swap the SERVO2_FUNCTION and SERVO4_
FUNCTION settings. SERVO4_FUNCTION 79 left V-tail
SERVO2_FUNCTION 80 right V-tail

In accordance with the above method can generally be adjusted, must be double-checked and careful in the adjustment process.

8.7 ESC calibration
ESC calibration is mainly to let the ESC know the maximum and minimum values of the throttle channel of the remote control, and the ESC stores the maximum and minimum values of the throttle range, which is reflected to the power output by the motor and paddle.
Through the flight control, it is possible to adjust 2 ESC strokes directly and simultaneously.
1.Remove the paddle, disconnect the power battery, and power up the flight control via USB only.
2.Switch the remote control to manual mode
3.BRD_SAFETYENABLE=1 Turn off the safety switch function

4.ARMING_REQUIRE=0 Turn off the remote control unlock function

5.Push the throttle to the highest, use the power battery and power up the ESC
6.When you hear "drop-drop", it means you are in throttle travel calibration mode
7.Then push the throttle rocker to the lowest, and hear a "long drop", indicating successful calibration
8.Then slowly push the throttle, the motor can rotate
9.After calibration is complete, restore the safety switch and unlock function.

8.8 Configure the forward and reverse output of the servo
The rudder needs to be homed to the approximate neutral position using a rudder tester when it is installed, why do this?
The main thing is to ensure that the swing stroke of the rocker arm is as consistent as possible on both sides.
After the rudder is neutralized, adjust the rudder surface by adjusting the travel of the ball joint, and set the aileron and tail rudder surfaces to the neutral
position respectively.(Visually the whole rudder surface looks flat)
Take SERVO1 as an example to set the servo
SERVO1_FUNCTION=4 Set 1 channel corresponding function as aileron
SERVO1_MAX=1900 Maximum PWM value is 1900
SERVO1_MIN=1100 Minimum PWM value of 1100
SERVO1_REVERSED=1 Reverse output channel
SERVO1_TRIM=1500 The neutral value of the rudder is 1500

8.9 About throttle unlock
Throttle unlocking is the last assurance before the aircraft takes off. After the safety switch is pressed, the signal output of all channels is available.
You must be cautious before unlocking.
Unlocking can be configured with two parameters:
ARMING_REQUIRE=1 Throttle must be at minimum when unlocking
ARMING_RUDDER=2 Direction to the right to the end means unlock, similarly, direction to the left to the end means lock

♦ First flight commissioning
9.1 Necessary work before take-off
Pre-takeoff preparations:
1.The simulator is capable of normal takeoff and landing, has been using the practice aircraft for a period of time for actual flight, and has some flight
experience. If these conditions are not available, it is best to find a hobbyist who has experience in model aviation to guide you.
2.Assemble the plane, install the battery,note that the center of gravity of the plane is at the bulge under the wing, and support the plane with your
fingertips at the center of gravity to keep the plane basically horizontal. .
3.The first flight felt that the center of gravity of the aircraft was not appropriate and adjustments had to be made, otherwise it would be difficult to
maneuver the aircraft either with its head down or tilted.
4.Turn on the remote control to switch to manual mode, and then power up the aircraft.
5.Check whether the rudder surface of the aircraft is normal in "Manual Mode", and then switch to "FBWA Mode" to check whether the rudder correction direction of the aircraft is normal.
6.Connect the ground station, check whether the airspeed meter is normal and the GPS search is normal.
7.Use a leveling bead to make the aircraft level, check whether the "roll" and "pitch" of the flight control are level, if not, you need to "calibrate the
level" of the accelerometer.
8.The first takeoff is recommended to use "manual mode" because the output range of manual mode is larger and easier to deal with unexpected situations.
9.Finally, check the power of the aircraft, whether the propeller rotation direction is correct, whether the maximum thrust output of the motor is normal, and pay attention to the wind direction of the flight, which is usually a headwind takeoff.

9.2 Auto parameter adjustment
The purpose of auto-referencing is to allow the aircraft to compensate the rudder surface with the right amount of force, speed, and advance in the autostabilization situation.

First manual takeoff, flying to 60-80 meters to switch to "AUTOTUN" mode, now the roll and pitch have a little stabilizing effect, but not very suitable,
may not be good to fly, do not panic.
Automatically adjust the parameters to calibrate the roll, quickly toggle the roll rocker's to the left to the end, and then to the right to the end, toggle 20
times in a row, as long as the aircraft does not fall, quickly toggle the stick to play rudder, slowly you will find that the aircraft the roll stabilization has improved. If you don't think so, repeat a few more times.
Auto-tune parameters to calibrate the pitch, it is recommended to fly the aircraft higher first to avoid the height of the rescue aircraft is not enough, quickly
toggle the pitch rocker top to bottom, 20 times in a row, you can see the aircraft flying wave line, back to the neutral gradually find that the pitch of the aircraft has improved, if not, continue to calibrate.
After the calibration is completed, switch to FBWA mode and feel the handling state of the aircraft until you are satisfied.
Each aircraft's remote control travel is different, the rudder's neutral position is different, the position of the connecting rod to the rudder surface is different, the takeoff weight of the aircraft is different and other factors, resulting in slight differences in the PID of each aircraft after the automatic parameter
adjustment, which is normal.

9.3 Detecting the effects of vibration on accelerometers
The main purpose of measuring the vibration of the accelerometer is: to assess whether the effect of the vibration of the motor on the acceleration of the
light control during the flight is within the normal range.
Find the previous flight log and open it with the ground station.

Turn on the three parameters Vibe X, Vibe Y and Vibe Z. Observe the range of their values, as long as they are below 60m/s/s, they are within the acceptable
range of the flight control.

Next, check the three parameters Clip0, Clip1 and Clip2, as long as the values are below 100 are normal.

If the value appears to be outside the normal range, it is necessary to consider the problem of shock absorption, mainly from the mechanical aspect.

9.4 Navigation parameters adjustment
Navigation parameters: The main purpose is to make the aircraft and the route match better and follow the route better.
Before debugging, configure the cruise speed of the aircraft, all parameters in the list.
TRIM_ARSPD_CM=1800 Cruise speed 18m/s
Turn on the ground station "flight plan".

Explain the 5th command:
1.DO_JUMP 1 -1 The first "1" refers to waypoint 1, and the second "-1" refers to the infinite loop, where the aircraft will keep flying around the rectangular route.
2.The aircraft deviates from the route too seriously, you can adjust the parameter NAVL1_PERIOD=20 20 is the default value, the aircraft deviates from
the route, change the value to smaller, pay attention not to change too small, too small aircraft will fly around the route S.
3.Increase the value of PTCH2SRV_RLL if the aircraft drops high in a turn, and decrease the value of PTCH2SRV_RLL if the aircraft climbs high in a turn.
4.Commissioned state - The aircraft can match the course and fly normally, turning without climbing excessively high or dropping high. The aircraft's
altitude is kept within the normal range.

9.5 Automatic take-off settings
After the whole parameters of the aircraft are adjusted, then add the automatic take-off function, which is the highest safety.
TKOFF_THR_MINACC=4 The minimum acceleration of the automatic takeoff, that is, a push forward, the motor automatically open, this value can be
adjusted according to their own feelings.
TKOFF_THR_DELAY=10 The meaning is that the motor starts to rotate after a delay of 1S. This value can also be adjusted according to your actual usage.
TKOFF_THR_MINSPD =0 The minimum ground speed before the motor starts, set to 0 is sufficient.

After the configuration is complete, restart the flight control.
Before preparing for automatic takeoff, make sure to check whether the rudder compensation direction is correct. Before takeoff, make sure to take off against the wind, switch the remote control to AUTO mode, shake the plane back and forth, the plane's motor starts to rotate, wait for the throttle to accelerate to the maximum, then throw the plane horizontally.

♦ Ground Station Flight
10.1 Camera parameter settings
To set the camera parameters, you need to draw a polygon on the map first, right-click on the map, and "Add Polygon" in "Draw Polygon". Then click "Suvey(Grid)" in "Auto Waypoint".

Then you can use the mapping function.

In the camera column, select the "sony A7R" camera placement angle, select "Camera top facing forward", that the camera is placed horizontally into the
camera compartment, the photos taken, each one is horizontal.
Select "Advanced Options" for some more advanced configurations.

If there are some camera parameters that the ground station itself does not have, you can add a camera file into it yourself and then just save it.

10.2 Block area route planning
Block routes are the most common route method for aerial surveys.

The configuration parameters are relatively simple, you can debug more debugging, slowly familiar with the meaning of the parameters.

Note: mountain flight must verify the route height is appropriate to prevent collisions, we use the flight height generally refers to the relative height of the
take-off point (not altitude).

The purpose of setting the excessive distance is: the aircraft turn phase attitude is not good, so do not shoot, let the aircraft turn around to adjust the attitude.
The vertical and horizontal overlap rate is set according to the actual situation, and it will be clearer when you figure out a few more times.

Double camera to do tilt photography need to fly a rectangular route, rectangular route only need to select "Cross Grid".

10.3 Ribbon area route planning
The setup of "Strip Area" is simpler than "Block", you still need to draw a "Polygon" along the pipe line to be measured, then select "Corridor" in the ground station, and then set the width of the strip.

You can predictably see the extent of the photo coverage.

The generated route is shown in the figure.

10.4 How to export POS data
Inside the flight control settings, you can set LOG_BITMASK=4096, if you want to make the LOG file of the aircraft not so big.

But I usually open all of them, mainly to analyze the abnormal situation of the aircraft, after opening all of them, the log file is too big, you can easily extract
LOG by "Flight Control POS Quick Extraction Tool".
BIN file to .Log first.

You can see that the CAM is extracted

You can see that the CAM is extracted。

Just click Save and find the location of the extracted CAM file.

Finally, we must thank the developers of the software from the bottom of our hearts for developing such a useful gadget for us to use for free.

